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Blu Dining
This was our first time in Blu in many years. In recent years we have booked mostly 

suites so we have dined in Luminae. In the times we have not booked suites we have chosen 
to purchase the dining package and dine almost exclusively in specialty restaurants with only 
the occasional visit to the MDR (main dining room). On this cruise we were excited to try Blu 
again and see how it has changed over the years. Given the long 15 day stretch we were 
hoping it would beat out expectations. 

�   �   �

Blu Dining - The Final Review

We were very pleased with Blu during this cruise and it was exactly what we needed. 
We prefer the smaller restaurants and regular wait staff over the MDR. We of course prefer 
the flexibility of coming at our own time with Blu affords us to do. The restaurant was a large 
elongated space with windows to the right as you enter and booths to your left. Tables for 2 
were rather close together but maneuvering around tables to be seated or leaving to use the 
restroom was never an issue. 

We had the same two waiters most of the time on this cruise which were Proceso and 
Owenn. We also had the pleasure of Marly (Bar server) and Charllou assisting throughout 
dinner. Melvin was our sommelier and despite having to work the entire restaurant he was 
always able to take care of us, recommend wines that were not on the Blu menu and always 
kept our glass full. Marly kept our water glasses full the entire time as well and was always 
extremely cheerful and energetic. 

We were happy with the food served in Blu. We were able to order off the MDR menu 
for both appetizers and entrees and took advantage of this on a couple nights. I got into the 
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habit of ordering escargot as an appetizer from the MDR menu. There were a couple nights 
when the entrees came out a bit cold for some at our table (mine were always fine) and one 
night the entree took a very long time to come out (this was on prime rib night when prime 
rib was ordered from the MDR). 

We never eat breakfast but…. on this cruise, given we gained an hour many nights, we 
were up early and started eating breakfast in Blu. We really enjoyed the breakfast there and 
service was always quick and prompt. There was only one day that it took forever for our 
omelettes to come out of the kitchen but besides that we never had an issue. Our breakfasts 
were always very hot. The omelettes were quite good, though not as fluffy as I’m used to 
back at home. The orders were always correct and I always got exactly what I wanted inside. 
The “cheddar” cheese listed on the menu really seems like American cheese singles they put 
in there. Just a heads up if you are very specific about your cheddar! I loved the bacon and 
the sausage links, which I got almost every morning in Blu. Coffee was poured every minute 
throughout the restaurant so our cups were never empty. 

While we started out just eating dinner by ourselves we slowly migrated to a table with 
our friends (new and old) so we were eating at a table of 6 or 7 depending on the night by the 
end of the cruise. They were very good at accommodating this and I know it was a hassle for 
them as sometimes we would make changes to the number of people last minute. 

Our typical breakfast time was around 8:15am and our typical dinner time was around 
8:30pm. The longest we had to wait for a table in Blu was on the second night and I think we 
waited around 12 minutes and this was because we were requesting a table with Processo. 
We were given a pager so we could go relax somewhere else and come back. 

With regard to service, we were very happy with Blu. I know some of our friends had 
one night that was a misstep, but after switching to waiters Owenn and Proecesso on the 
other side of the restaurant I don’t believe they had any more issues. We never had an issue 
getting wine or water quickly. We never had to wait long for someone to take our order. If we 
needed something the wait staff was always eat to signal. Both Owenn and Processo have 
been in the business for years so the basics of serving or removing plates, etc. were done 
professionally and properly. 
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Below you will see all the menus listed for the times we had dinner in Blu along with 
corresponding photos from those dinners. Please note a few dishes did come from MDR. 
You’ll then see posted all the breakfast photos I took, which were not too many since I usually 
ordered the same thing the photos were becoming a bit repetitive, but if I saw any issues with 
the food I was going to document it but that didn’t happen. 

A few recommendations I would have for Blu and the staff. These are by no means 
glaring negatives or complaints but just some things we noticed. 

Better Wine List: Melvin was fantastic is going off the standard list and getting us wine 
above the premium package. I think Celebrity should treat Blu the same as Luminae or 
Murano when it comes to the wine list and have better options above the package. It will 
only help increase their sales. 

Selling of Specialty Restaurants in Blu during dinner I found a bit off putting. By no 
means was it done in a pushy manner, but it just felt a bit strange to be paying extra for Blu 
and having Le Petite Chef sold to me at dinner time. Now I understand that the waitstaff and 
the restaurant gets additional points for selling specialty dining, but I think there is a much 
better way to go about this. 

Instead of trying to “sell” us on specialty, I think they could have achieved the same 
goal but with a more helpful approach. I would have liked them to say something along the 
lines of “I know you might be thinking of booking a specialty restaurant a night or two. Here 
is some information on them. If you’re interested in booking I just wanted to let you know 
that we can handle it for you to make it easy. That way you’re just dealing with us if you 
want to pick a time, change times, etc. and you don’t have to worry about reaching out to 
anyone else on the ship. We’d be happy to take care of it for you.” In an instance like this Blu 
could almost act as a concierge of sort for booking your specialty dining. You get the feeling 
of an added level of service and the restaurant still gets the added recognition of the booking. 
Win-Win and Blu comes out on top by having another “value add” under its belt. 

That’s really it…I really don’t have any other recommendations from a macro 
perspective. I’d love to see Blu open a little later for breakfast. 9:30am would be great. While 
we made it this time almost every day that was mainly because we gained an hour most 
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days. Some more time would have been great. What about a brunch once per cruise? That 
actually could be really fun and something everyone would look forward to on a sea day. I 
know it would be havoc for the staff as much of the wait staff is in the MDR for lunch or even 
up in Ocean View, but it’s just a fun thought. 
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